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ABSTRACT

Author: Collins, Ivel, L. MSME
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: Evaluation of Additive Manufacturing Technology for Microchannel Heat Sinks
Major Professors: Justin A. Weibel and Suresh V. Garimella
Microchannel heat sinks allow removal of dense heat loads from high-power electronic
devices at modest chip temperature rises. Such heat sinks are produced primarily using
conventional subtractive machining techniques or anisotropic chemical etching, which restricts the
geometric features that can be produced. Owing to their layer-by-layer and direct-write approaches,
additive manufacturing (AM) technologies enable more design-driven construction flexibility and
offer improved geometric freedom. Various AM processes and materials are available, but their
capability to produce features desirable for microchannel heat sinks has received limited
assessment. Following a survey of commercially mature AM techniques, three technologies were
identified as meeting the fabrication requirements for a microchannel heat sink application; direct
metal laser sintering (DMLS) was identified as the most promising candidate for the subsequent
work. Straight and manifold microchannel designs were produced with hydraulic diameters of 500
µm in an aluminum alloy (AlSi10Mg) to assess the predictability of their performance and the
impact of the fabrication method. Results indicated that the nominal geometry is reproduced
accurately enough to predict pressure drop based on conventional hydrodynamic theory, albeit
with roughness-induced early transition to turbulence; however, the material properties are not
known with sufficient accuracy to allow for a priori thermal design. The manifold microchannel
heat sink demonstrated successful integration of performance-enhancing features into a monolithic
structure. A novel permeable membrane microchannel heat sink design was proposed that
leverages additional benefits of the fabrication process, and benchmarked against a second
manifold microchannel heat sink design. A reduced-order model was developed to study
performance trends of the new design, which was then fabricated and experimentally evaluated.
The permeable membrane microchannel design achieves both improved thermal and hydraulic
performance at a constant pumping power compared to a manifold microchannel heat sink, and
the same thermal performance can be achieved with half of the pressure drop in the new design.

xii
This demonstration illustrates the abilities of additive manufacturing to produce and integrate
otherwise impossible features that compare favorably to conventional heat sink designs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the challenges facing the continued improvement of dense integrated circuits is the
necessity to develop thermal management technologies that can dissipate continuously higher
amounts of power at the same small temperature rises and within the form factors. Having long
exceeded the maximum heat fluxes for forced convection air cooling, high-performance
applications now frequently utilize more advanced liquid cooling schemes. Microchannel heat
sinks are one technology that has been widely investigated to address this need for increased
performance, as their small channel sizes increase the ratio of convective surface area to working
fluid volume and improve the heat transfer coefficient. They perform well at removing large heat
loads with low thermal resistances, however they are often difficult and costly to produce, and can
suffer from high pressure drops.
In order to reduce these barriers to the use of microchannel heat sinks and increase their
potential beyond that which has already been achieved, alternative fabrication methods that can
allow for production of performance-enhancing geometries are required. Recently, many
industries (e.g., aerospace, commercial, arts) have been drawn to the promises of additive
manufacturing technologies, which allow high levels of geometric freedom and part customization.
There has been some investigation of applying these fabrication methods to heat transfer surfaces,
though available literature is lacking in the areas of process selection methodology and high-power
liquid cooling applications.
This thesis seeks to address these deficiencies and provide further developments in the area
of microchannel heat sinks. In the following chapters, this is accomplished by first conducting a
review of commercially available additive technologies and assessing their appropriateness for the
microchannel heat sink application. Having identified feasible ways to additively produce heat
sinks, the technology is experimentally assessed with standard heat sink geometries to identify the
effects of the change in manufacturing paradigm on the predictability of heat sink performance.
Finally, a novel microchannel heat sink geometry is proposed and investigated to demonstrate how
additive manufacturing enables superior performance via its unique benefits.
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2. INVESTIGATION OF ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING AND ITS
EFFECTS ON MICROCHANNEL HEAT SINK PERFORMANCE

2.1 Literature Review
The need for compact packaging of high-power electronics has challenged the capacity of
forced air convection as a cooling approach, necessitating a shift toward microscale liquid cooling
techniques in order to provide the required heat dissipation. Microchannel heat sinks are of
significant technological interest; a variety of channel sizes, cross-sectional shapes, and fluids have
been studied under both single- and two-phase flow conditions [1, 2]. Microchannel heat sink
geometries have typically been numerically optimized for single-phase flow conditions [3–5].
One drawback of microchannels is the high pressure drop associated with flow through the
heat sink, which can be alleviated by the addition of a manifold layer [6]. Such manifold
microchannel (MMC) heat sinks reduce pressure drop by decreasing the flow length within the
microchannels. Shorter flow lengths also result in a greater portion of the heat sink area
experiencing higher heat transfer coefficients associated with developing boundary layers.
Manifold designs allow for greater control over surface temperature uniformity and can lead to
lower thermal resistances at a fixed pumping power than conventional designs [7]. Manifold
microchannel heat sink designs have been optimized for various performance objectives [8, 9] and
dissipation of heat fluxes above 1 kW/cm2 has been experimentally demonstrated [10, 11].
Microchannel heat sinks have been typically produced using traditional subtractive
machining (e.g., dicing, micro-milling) or microfabrication approaches (e.g., deep reactive ion
etching, LIGA). The channels are often produced on a silicon substrate to mimic direct embedding
in a computer chip, or on metal substrates in the case of attached heat sinks and heat exchanger
applications. These fabrication approaches suffer from geometric restrictions; features must be
generally rectangular and exist in a single plane. Complex design features such as threedimensional curves or channels are exceedingly difficult or impossible to fabricate. Heat sinks also
require attachment of a secondary lid to seal the channels; in the case of MMC designs, bonding
of several layers including the manifold may become necessary.
A new additive manufacturing paradigm evolved from the pioneering work of Kodama in
the early 1980s, who developed a technique to fabricate 3D structures by selectively curing layers
of a photosensitive resin with a UV light source [12]. This technique was quickly commercialized
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and is now commonly known as stereolithography (SLA). Additional techniques including fused
deposition modeling (FDM) and laminated object manufacturing (LOM) were developed and
commercialized by the early 1990s [13]. Selective laser sintering (SLS), a process that uses a
directed energy source (e.g., laser) to fuse powdered material, was developed by Deckard in 1989
[14]. Laser sintering technology was a crucial step forward that enabled the use of metal powders
to produce components. Despite significant refinement of the fabrication processes and
introduction of new materials throughout the next two decades, additive manufacturing remained
largely confined to prototyping and research applications.
In recent years, additively manufactured parts have begun to appear in aerospace
applications, where potential weight reduction and geometric flexibility are worth the cost
associated with producing and qualifying the parts. Many companies, such as GE Aviation and
Airbus, have leveraged additive manufacturing systems to produce parts such as fuel nozzles,
brackets, hinges, and tooling [15]. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
has invested heavily in additive technologies and has produced different engine components
including combustion chambers, turbines, pump housings, and injectors [16, 17]. While these
efforts illustrate the value of AM to industry, they also highlight challenges facing widespread
commercial usage, including accurate prediction of material properties, part repeatability, process
standardization, and effective quality control [18].
To date there has been little work focused on additively manufactured microchannel heat
sinks and heat exchangers, with even fewer studies targeted specifically at electronics thermal
management applications. A number of studies have explored the manufacture of small channels
using powder bed fusion additive processes. Stimpson et al. [19, 20] characterized the effects of
surface roughness on microchannel performance for gas turbine cooling applications, finding that
parts produced with direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) have significantly higher roughness than
machined components; this roughness significantly affects the hydraulic and thermal performance
of the channels. Snyder et al. [21] also found that channel roughness significantly affected friction
factor, but not Nusselt number.
Kirsch and Thole [22] compared additively (Inconel 718; DMLS) and conventionally
manufactured pin fin heat exchangers having arrays of small cylindrical fins within a 25.4 × 25.4
× 1 mm3 duct. Due to high internal surface roughness, the additively manufactured arrays
demonstrated significantly higher (20-60%) friction factors than comparable smooth pin fin arrays;
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the Nusselt number augmentation was marginal and was more significant at tighter spacings.
Kirsch et al. [23] demonstrated that fabrication of identical nominal geometries using different
materials resulted in large variations in the actual geometry of the part produced. Changing a single
machine parameter can have an outsized impact on performance; for example, changing the beam
offset by a small amount led to a three-times increase in friction factor.
Arie et al. [24] numerically optimized air-liquid heat exchangers based on the state-of-theart fabrication process limitations of DMLS and demonstrated that designs tailored to the
capabilities of additive manufacturing can result in significant performance improvements
compared to many conventional heat exchange surfaces. A manifold air-water heat exchanger was
produced using DMLS in titanium [25] based on the design optimization. Despite geometric
inconsistencies between the design and the printed part, the heat exchanger demonstrated 15-50%
higher heat transfer coefficients at a constant pressure drop compared to other types of commonly
used heat exchanger surfaces.
Other work on additively manufactured heat exchangers includes the fabrication of a
polymer-metal composite heat exchanger using fused deposition techniques as a low-cost
alternative for dry cooling towers [26]. Dede et al. [27] fabricated an optimized aluminum alloy
heat sink design using additive manufacturing for jet impingement air cooling, which achieved
performance superior to various standard designs. Wong et al. [28] demonstrated the value of
additive manufacturing with a variety of pin-fin geometries designed to improve heat transfer
performance through surface area augmentation. They noted that developing higher-conductivity
alloys, improving part density, and enhancing surface finish were challenges that needed to be
addressed to fully utilize the potential of the technology. Gerstler and Erno [29] additively
manufactured an Inconel heat exchanger (oil cooler) for airborne turbine engines; the DMLSproduced design was lighter, smaller, operated closer to specified pressure drop limits, and had a
slight improvement in heat transfer performance compared to the existing design. Scheithauer et
al. [30] produced a ceramic heat exchanger with a complex three-dimensional geometry that could
only be fabricated with additive manufacturing; they identified key challenges with respect to the
optimization of additive designs.
As the range of viable commercial applications of additive manufacturing technology
continues to expand, it stands to offer large benefits to the heat exchange industry, whose products
rely on complex geometry to enhance performance and efficiency. However, as the limited
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research into this area has found, the processes underlying additive manufacturing must be
evaluated and understood before it can be fully utilized. Many technologies do not accurately
reproduce the heat sink geometry, and the properties resulting from the manufacturing process lead
to concerns such as surface roughness that must be quantified and taken into account when
designing for additive production. Nearly all of the additively produced thermal management
components presented above use a variation of a powder bed fusion process (DMLS); the
justification for this choice is not discussed in the associated publications.
The current chapter surveys AM technologies to determine the techniques that are likely
capable of producing desirable heat sink features and to explain the selection criteria for a
microchannel heat sink application. After identification of feasible processes and consideration of
their capabilities relative to this application, DMLS is utilized to produce several heat sink designs.
The heat sinks are experimentally characterized to assess their performance relative to design
predictions, as well as to demonstrate how the AM technology can readily produce features that
offer a performance benefit. Discrepancies between the measured and predicted performance,
owing to characteristics of the additive manufacturing process, are discussed.

2.2 Process Selection
Desirable features that beneficially manipulate flow in microchannel heat sinks include
convective enhancements, channels with variable cross-sections, and fully three-dimensional flow
paths (including out-of-plane directions). Fabrication approaches must offer the ability to design
for high-heat-flux, low-thermal-resistance operation and hotspot targeting, potentially via
integrated manifolds. The surface finish, geometric accuracy, and the ability to produce the heat
sink as a single monolithic piece are also of concern. Materials used for heat sinks must typically
offer high conductivity, low weight, and compatibility with the variety of liquids that are
commonly used in applications, including water, refrigerants, and dielectrics. Two-phase operation
would require the consideration of additional features such as nucleation site enhancements and
vapor extraction, but is not the focus of the current work.
Many of these heat sink features have overlapping fabrication requirements that map to a
short list of desirable additive manufacturing process capabilities. Small feature sizes would allow
for channel-level convective enhancements and controlled channel geometry. Consideration of the
desired design capabilities requires additive processes capable of producing complex internal
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geometries such as perpendicular unsupported surfaces, thin walls, and flexibility in build
orientation. The materials selection should offer high thermal conductivity and low porosity.
Material choice, surface orientation, and process parameters (e.g., laser power, scan speed) all
influence surface finish [19, 20, 31].
Current state-of-the-art process capabilities of additive manufacturing techniques were
surveyed to identify those most suitable for microchannel heat sink applications. The survey was
restricted to commercially available, mature techniques that have product literature available.
Information on process capabilities and specifications was obtained from additive manufacturing
equipment vendors, services, and academic reviews [32–35]. For specifications such as the
minimum feature size, the manufacturer-quoted machine capabilities often did not align with
services offered by third-party vendors. A representative range of values can be estimated by
comparing multiple pieces of equipment using the same technique. Due to the rapid pace of
research advances into nearly all additive manufacturing techniques, it is expected that processes,
equipment, and materials selection will improve and expand the design space available. The
conclusions of this survey extend to other thermal management applications that share similar
feature requirements, such as for compact heat exchangers. Detailed information on each process
surveyed is located in Appendix A.
After compiling information on a wide variety of AM technologies, they were assessed for
application feasibility. Materials requirements restrict selection to processes capable of utilizing
metals, eliminating widely used techniques such as SLA and FDM. The desire for complex internal
geometries further eliminates directed energy deposition methods such as laser engineered net
shaping (LENS) [36], which use a powder or wire feed and an energy source to deposit molten
metal where desired. These processes generally have larger minimum feature sizes and lower
resolution than would be preferred for this application. Binder jetting, a technique that first utilizes
a resin to bind particles together into a ‘green’ part which is then sintered to produce the final solid
piece, is another option. Binder jetting has advantages in materials selection, build speed, and total
build volume; however, shrinkage during sintering and difficulty in producing fully dense parts
[37] are significant concerns for the production of microchannel heat sinks.
The remaining AM techniques considered include powder bed fusion processes and
electrochemical fabrication. For powder bed fusion processes, a laser or an electron beam is
typically used as the energy source; these are respectively referred to as direct metal laser sintering
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(DMLS) and electron beam melting (EBM) in the text to follow. Electrochemical fabrication
(EFAB) refers to a class of processes utilizing conventional photolithography and
electrodeposition of metals. This layer-by-layer technique electrodeposits metal on top of a photodefined sacrificial support layer, filling the cross-section where solid geometry is needed. Each
layer is planarized and the support structure is chemically etched away after all layers are formed,
leaving behind a solid metal structure.
Table 1 shows a comparison of the typical process capabilities for DMLS, EBM, and EFAB.
Because DMLS and EBM differ only in terms of the energy source, the capabilities and materials
available for each are largely identical; minimum feature sizes of approximately 200-400 µm with
50 µm tolerances are possible, and a range of tool and stainless steels, nickel-based alloys, titanium,
and aluminum can be used. Laser-based systems are available from a number of manufacturers
(e.g., EOS, Renishaw, Concept Laser) and are widely used; electron beam systems are rarer
(produced by Arcam AB). Electrochemical fabrication processes have a clear advantage with
respect to feature size and can produce features under 25 µm with 2 µm tolerances, but support a
more limited range of materials and have small build volumes. Additionally, EFAB processes have
fewer commercial vendors (e.g., Microfabrica MICA Freeform); similar technology appears to
have been developed for internal use at other companies (e.g., Rockwell Collins Z-fab). Based on
these considerations, DMLS was selected as the AM technique to fabricate the microchannel heat
sinks for the present work as detailed in the following section.

Table 1. Comparison of AM process capabilities suitable for microchannel heat sink applications
based on commericial vendor specifications.
Process Minimum Feature Tolerance
Size
DMLS 200 - 400 µm
50 - 250
µm
EBM
200 - 400 µm
50 - 250
µm
EFAB 4 - 25 µm
2 µm

Commonly Available Materials

Cost

Tool steels, Stainless Steel, AlSi10Mg,
Inconel, Ti64, Tungsten, Molybdenum
Tool steels, Stainless Steel, AlSi10Mg,
Inconel, Ti64
Nickel-cobalt, palladium, rhodium, copper
alloys

$
$$
$$$
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2.3 Experimental Methods
2.3.1 Heat Sink Design and Fabrication
A conventional straight-channel design is first investigated in order to demonstrate the
additive manufacturing and testing of a microchannel heat sink. This design allows comparison of
the experimental results to well-established correlations to determine if any discrepancies in
performance can be attributed to the manufacturing technique. The geometric simplicity also
reduces challenges associated with producing small interior geometry with a powder bed fusion
process in this baseline step. The geometry selected for this heat sink is based on conservative
fabrication constraints rather than optimized performance.
The straight microchannel (SMC) design (Fig. 1a) consists of sixteen identical channels of
square cross section running lengthwise along the heat sink and covering a 15 mm × 15.5 mm
footprint area. The channels share common inlet and outlet headers, with pressure taps located at
each end of the channel. The critical dimensions of the heat sink geometry were chosen primarily
based on the surveyed capabilities of the selected DMLS process, namely, a minimum feature size
of ~150 µm and minimum solid wall thickness of ~300 µm, with ~50 µm tolerances. The square
channel size was conservatively chosen to be 500 µm × 500 µm (DH = 500 µm), an order of
magnitude larger than the nominal tolerance. The solid walls between the channels also have a
cross-section of 500 µm × 500 µm and act as fins to increase the heat transfer area. The solid base
thickness is 1 mm to reduce the potential for leakage due to porosity of the material, with a 250
µm-deep, 1000 µm-wide groove running from one edge of the base surface to the center to allow
placement of a thermocouple to measure the temperature at the center of the base.
Though useful for comparing the results to conventional correlations, straight
microchannels do not demonstrate the value added by AM in terms of geometric featuring. A
second manifold microchannel (MMC) design (Fig. 1b) was investigated in order to demonstrate
additive manufacturing of a more complex heat sink geometry that offers potential performance
benefits. A top manifold layer is incorporated to split the flow in parallel into multiple inlets and
outlets along any one microchannel. This reduces the maximum flow length through the
microchannel cross-section, thereby decreasing the pressure drop along the heat sink. The bottom
layer of microchannels retains the same dimensions as in the straight microchannel design; the
base thickness is the same. The manifold layer is 1.50 mm thick with 1.00 mm-wide walls
separating the manifold inlets and outlets. Several studies have shown that for single-phase flow
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the optimal ratio between the manifold inlet width and the manifold outlet width is 3:1 [8, 9]. A
1.50 mm-wide inlet and 0.50 mm-wide outlet are chosen accordingly, leading to an effective flow
length of 2.00 mm through the microchannels, compared to the 15.00 mm flow length of the
straight microchannel design.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Geometries of the (a) straight microchannel (SMC) and (b) manifold microchannel
(MMC) heat sink designs.
Though it is possible to fabricate both of these designs using conventional manufacturing
processes, additive manufacturing offers the advantage of monolithic construction. Subtractive
cutting/etching of straight microchannels into a substrate requires that a separate lid be sealed on
top of the heat sink; the manifold design requires three layers (microchannels, manifold, and lid)
to be aligned and sealed. In comparison, the heat sinks are produced herein as a single part without
requiring any assembly.
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Both heat sink designs were fabricated using DMLS (EOS M280) through a commercial
vendor (GPI Prototype & Manufacturing Services); the material is AlSi10Mg. Aside from removal
of the support substrate using wire electric discharge machining, no post-machining or posttreatment processes were applied to the part after fabrication. Interferometry measurements (Zygo,
NewView 6200) of the exterior surfaces showed that the surface roughness (Ra) is ~ 20 µm, double
the nominal manufacturer-specified value [38] and similar to that of other additively produced
aluminum pieces [28]. The exterior surface roughness is visible in Fig. 2, which shows
photographs of the two heat sinks, with cutouts to allow for visual inspection, produced using the
same process and equipment as the samples fabricated for experimental characterization. The
surface roughness on the interior features is qualitatively higher due to ’burn’, i.e., partial sintering
of loose powder to nearby solid features that can be exacerbated by heat build-up within the part
during fabrication. Micro-computed tomography (μCT) scanning was used to non-destructively
investigate the porosity of the material produced using this DMLS process. A small (1.5 mm × 1.5
mm × 1.5 mm) cube of the material was fabricated for the purpose and scanned (Bruker microCT,
SkyScan 1172); the porosity was <0.1%, within the stated range for the material [38].
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Images of the (a) SMC and (b) MMC additively manufactured heat sinks. These
samples were produced with sections removed to allow for visual inspection of the channel
geometry.
2.3.2 Experimental Facility
A flow loop facility (Fig. 3) was constructed to characterize the hydraulic and thermal
performance of the additively manufactured microchannel heat sinks. The working fluid, deionized
water, is circulated through the closed loop at a constant flow rate using a gear pump (Micropump,
DP-415A drive with a GA-T23 pump); this positive displacement pump ensures that the same
range of flow rates can be tested regardless of changes in the pressure drop between heat sink
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designs. A 7 µm particulate filter is used to remove debris from the fluid and is sized to be smaller
than the diameter range of the powder particles used to produce the heat sinks (~ 30-70 µm) in the
event that loosely sintered particles become dislodged during operation. The flow rate is measured
using a turbine-style flow meter (McMillan, 106-5DHT, 50-500 mL/min, ±1.0% FS) and then
preheated to set a constant temperature at the inlet of the test section using a heating cable wound
around the stainless steel tubing and a temperature controller (Glas-Col, TOT-1200). For all tests,
the temperature of the fluid at the inlet of the test section is 30 °C. After passing through the test
section, the flow is cooled by passing through a custom tube-in-tube heat exchanger before being
returned to the reservoir. Cooling water flows through a secondary loop; this is not shown in the
figure. The reservoir is sealed, but flexible, such that the reservoir pressure is maintained equal to
the ambient pressure during testing. It is important to note that in many applications the material
compatibility of aluminum alloys and deionized water may be of concern for long-term operation.
Compatibility was not evaluated in the present work, and was not relevant for the short duration
of the experiments conducted.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental flow loop facility.
Within the test section (Fig. 4), two T-type thermocouples (Omega, TJ36-CPSS-020U-6,
±1.0 °C) measure the inlet and outlet temperature of the water entering the heat sink; a third T-
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type thermocouple (Omega, 5TC-TT-T-40-36, ±1.0 °C) measures the heat sink base temperature
from within the groove on the base heat sink surface. The differential pressure is measured
(Omega, PX2300-10DI, 0-10 psi, ±0.25% FS) across the microchannels using the inlet and outlet
pressure taps within the heat sink. The positioning of the pressure taps immediately upstream and
downstream of the microchannels avoids the minor losses in the inlet and outlet headers being
included in this measurement. Prior to assembling the test section, the top and bottom surfaces of
the heat sink are manually polished with 1000-grit sandpaper in order to allow for a better seal
against o-rings on the top surface and better contact with the heater on the bottom. Power to the
heat sink base is provided by a 12 × 12 mm2 ceramic heater (Ultramic, CER-1-01-00334, 200 W).
Voltage is measured across the heater; current is measured using a shunt resistor. A thermal gap
pad (Bergquist, Gap Pad A3000) is placed between the heater and the heat sink surface to provide
a thermal interface with repeatable thermal resistance. A polyether ether ketone (PEEK) spacer
helps position the heater with respect to the heat sink and insulates the backside of the heater to
minimize heat losses. After assembly, the test section is then compressed using spring-loaded bolts
to ensure a consistent interfacial pressure between the heater and heat sink. All sensor
measurements are collected at 0.5 Hz with a data acquisition system (Agilent, 34970A) utilizing a
20-channel multiplexer (Agilent, 34901A).
Additional information and images of the flow loop facility and test section are available
in Appendix B.
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Figure 4. Exploded model of the test section. The fluid fittings, thermal pad, and bolts are not
shown.
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2.3.3 Test Procedure
Prior to conducting any tests, the heat loss is estimated by assembling the test section and
applying power to the heater without any fluid present. The steady-state heat sink base temperature
is recorded as a function of power input, allowing for correlation of the temperature-dependent
heat loss during thermal testing based on the base temperature. A best-fit line through the heat loss
calibration test data, assuming a zero intercept, yields an empirical correlation for the heat loss.
Heat loss ranges from 1.4% to 3.2% for the heat inputs investigated in the current chapter. Prior to
testing, fluid is allowed to flow through the heat sink for several minutes in order to flush out any
loose particles that might be inside following fabrication; a bypass line is used during this flushing
at flow rates beyond 500 mL/min.
To characterize the hydraulic performance, the flow rate through the unheated test section
is incremented in steps of ~33 mL/min over a range from 100 mL/min to 500 mL/min. Steady flow
conditions are achieved at each flow rate and the pressure drop across the test section is measured.
To characterize the thermal performance, the heater power is incremented from 0 W to 200
W in steps of 10 W at each fixed value of flow rate. The heat sinks were each tested at four flow
rates of 120 mL/min, 241 mL/min, 361 mL/min, and 482 mL/min (corresponding to mass fluxes
of 500 kg/m2s, 1000 kg/m2s, 1500 kg/m2s, and 2000 kg/m2s). At each test point, the system is
allowed to reach steady-state conditions and then data are recorded for 60 s; the data are timeaveraged over this period to give a single value for each measured variable at each test point.
2.3.4 Data Reduction
The Reynolds number of the flow is calculated as
𝑅𝑒 =

𝐺𝐷𝐻
𝜇𝑙

(1)

where the mass flux is calculated from the measured flow rate according to
𝑉̇ 𝜌𝑙

𝐺=𝐴

𝑐ℎ

(2)

The Fanning friction factor of the heat sink is calculated directly from the pressure drop measured
using the differential pressure transducer as
𝑓𝐹 =

𝜌𝑙 ∆𝑃𝐷𝐻
2𝐿𝑐ℎ 𝐺 2

(3)
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For the straight microchannel design, the measured friction factor for developing flow in
the laminar regime is compared to a value predicted based on correlations from the literature. The
fully developed Fanning friction factor can be predicted by [39]
24

𝑓𝐹,𝑓𝑑 = (𝑅𝑒) (1 − 1.3553𝛼 + 1.9467𝛼 2 − 1.7012𝛼 3 + 0.9564𝛼 4 − 0.2537𝛼 5 ) (4)
The developing flow length (𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑣 = 0.05𝑅𝑒𝐷𝐻 ) is a significant fraction of the channel length for
the range of flow rates tested for the straight microchannel heat sink design. An additional
correction factor (Hagenbach factor) must be considered to account for developing flow effects,
and is given by [40]
𝛫∞ = 0.6796 + 1.2197𝛼 + 3.38089𝛼 2 − 9.5921𝛼 3 + 8.9089𝛼 4 − 2.29959𝛼 5 (5)
The developing friction factor is then calculated as [40]
𝛫∞ 𝐷 𝐻

𝑓𝐹,𝑑𝑒𝑣 =

4𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑣

+ 𝑓𝐹,𝑓𝑑

(6)

The friction factor correlations described above consider neither the minor losses
associated with contraction from the inlet header into the channels nor the expansion from the
channels into the outlet header, which are included in the measured pressure drop data. Hence, the
minor pressure losses are estimated and added to the predicted channel pressure drop to facilitate
a direct comparison to the measured value (3). These minor pressure losses are calculated as
follows [41], with the areas A1 and A2 being the cross-sectional area of the header and the
cumulative cross-sectional area of the channels, respectively.
2

𝐴

𝑓𝐿

∆𝑃𝑖𝑛 = (0.5𝜌𝑙 𝑢22 ) (1 − (𝐴2 ) + 1.433 + ( 1𝐷 1 ) + (
1

𝐴

1

2

𝐴

2

𝑓2 𝐿2
𝐷2

))

𝑓𝐿

∆𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = (0.5𝜌𝑙 𝑢22 ) ((𝐴2 ) − 1 + (1 − 𝐴2 ) + ( 1𝐷 1 ))
1

1

1

(7)
(8)

Due to the very large value of the relative roughness of the channel inner walls, for which turbulent
flow friction factors correlations are not available, the measured data are not compared to
predictions in the turbulent regime.
The thermal performance is characterized using the overall heat sink resistance, calculated
directly from the measured base and fluid inlet temperatures and loss-adjusted heat input.
𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡 =

𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 −𝑇𝑙,𝑖𝑛
𝑄𝑖𝑛

(9)

For the straight microchannel design, the overall resistance can be decomposed via a
resistance network into four constituent parts representing the resistances due to conduction
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through the heat sink base, conduction through the channel walls, convective resistance between
the channel walls and the heat transfer fluid, and caloric resistance within the fluid along the
channel length, respectively given as:
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 =

𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 −𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑄𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 =

𝐿

= 𝑘 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝐴

𝑠 𝑐ℎ

𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 −𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑎𝑣𝑔

(11)

𝑄𝑖𝑛

𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑎𝑣𝑔 −𝑇𝑓,𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑄𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑙 =

1

= ℎ𝐴

𝑇𝑙,𝑎𝑣𝑔 −𝑇𝑙,𝑖𝑛
𝑄𝑖𝑛

(10)

𝑆

(12)
(13)

This decomposition of the total resistance allows a heat transfer coefficient to be extracted from
the experiments. The caloric resistance is directly evaluated from measured values. The conduction
and fin wall resistances are estimated as follows by assuming the thermal conductivity is equal to
the nominal value for the material used (ks = 110 W/m-K) [38]. The wall base temperature was
calculated assuming one-dimensional conduction across the base thickness (Equation 10). The
average wall temperature was calculated assuming that the wall acts like a fin with adiabatic tip
conditions, using a corrected fin length of 1.5 times the channel height to account for four-sided
conduction around the channel.
𝜂𝑓𝑖𝑛 =
𝜂𝑜 = 1 −

𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑚𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑛 )
𝑚𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑛

16𝐴𝑐ℎ
𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑡

(1 − 𝜂𝑓𝑖𝑛 )

ℎ𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑛

𝑚 = √𝑘

𝑠 𝐴𝑓𝑖𝑛

(14)
(15)
(16)

This differs from prior experimental studies that assume three-sided conduction for cases where
the top lid is a different, insulative material through which no heat is assumed to be transferred to
the fluid. An iterative process is used to calculate the average fin wall temperature. An initial guess
of unity is assumed for the overall surface efficiency to allow calculation of the heat transfer
coefficient and individual fin efficiency; these values are then used to determine an adjusted
surface efficiency. This iterative process continues until the initial and adjusted values converge
to within 0.1%. The average fin temperature, and hence convective resistance, is then trivially
calculated by knowing the converged heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient is used
to calculate the heat sink Nusselt number.
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𝑁𝑢 =

ℎ𝐷𝐻

(17)

𝑘𝑙

The measured heat transfer performance within the laminar flow regime is compared to
that predicted using correlations. An average Nusselt number over the channel length, accounting
for the developing and fully developed portions of the flow, is calculated and compared to the
measured data. The constant Nusselt number for fully developed laminar flow in rectangular
channels is calculated using [42]
𝑁𝑢𝑓𝑑 = 8.235 (1 −

1.883
𝛼

+

3.767
𝛼2

−

5.814
𝛼3

+

5.361
𝛼4

2

− 𝛼5 )

(18)

The flow in the heat sink is simultaneously hydrodynamically and thermally developing; the
average Nusselt number in that region is given as [43]
1

𝑁𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑣 =

0.14
𝑅𝑒𝑃𝑟𝐷 3
𝜇
1.86 ( 𝐿 𝐻) (𝜇 𝑙 )
𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

(19)

2.3.5 Uncertainty
The measurement uncertainties of the sensors used are listed in Table 2, per the
manufacturer specification sheets. The uncertainty in the calculated values was determined using
the sequential perturbation method [44] and are also listed. The friction factor uncertainty is
dependent on both the flow rate and differential pressure measurements, and is highest at low flow
rates over the range of Reynolds numbers investigated. The thermal resistance and Nusselt number
uncertainties are dominated by the uncertainty in the temperature measurements, which is highest
at low powers where the temperature difference between the heat sink and fluid is low. Above
inputs of 50 W, the relative uncertainty is under 10% for both Rtot and Nu.
Table 2. Uncertainty in measured and calculated values.
Measured Value
Pressure drop
Volumetric flow rate
Temperature
Voltage
Calculated Value
fF
Rtot
Nu

Uncertainty
± 0.172 kPa
± 5 mL/min
± 1.0 °C
± < 1%
Mean Uncertainty (Range)
14.1% (2% - 21%)
6.9% (1.5% - 50%)
10.7% (1.7% - 54%)
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2.4 Results
The hydraulic and thermal performance for the two heat sink designs is presented here. The
performance of the straight microchannel (SMC) heat sink is compared to predicted values from
commonly used laminar-flow correlations in order to determine how the behavior of additively
manufactured heat sinks may differ from conventional theory, due to their method of fabrication.
Results for the manifold microchannel (MMC) heat sink demonstrate the ease of fabrication of
complex structures via additive manufacturing in order to achieve a pressure drop reduction.
2.4.1 Hydraulic Results
Fig. 5 shows the measured Fanning friction factor (Equation (3)) as a function of the
Reynolds number for the straight microchannel heat sink. The trend in friction factor matches the
conventional behavior for internal flow: there is a monotonic decrease with increasing Reynolds
number in the laminar regime, followed by transition to a higher, relatively constant value for
turbulent flow. The transition occurs at a critical Re of ~600, based on the location of the minimum
friction factor. Although this transition occurs at a relatively low Reynolds number compared to
smooth channels, the value lies within the expected range for very rough microchannels, in which
transition has been observed to occur at Reynolds numbers as low as 500 [45, 46]. Assuming the
internal roughness of the 500 μm channels is as large as that measured for the outer surfaces (Ra
= 20 μm), early transition should be expected for this high relative roughness of ~4%. Because
microchannel heat sinks are often designed assuming laminar flow behavior, this early transition
to turbulence is an important factor when considering the design and use of additively
manufactured heat sinks.
The measured friction factor is compared to laminar-flow predictions for the straight
microchannel design in Fig. 5. The friction factor behavior is reasonably predicted in the laminar
regime; the corresponding pressure drop predictions are accurate to within ±0.5 kPa prior to the
critical Reynolds number, beyond which the measurements diverge from laminar theory as the
flow transitions to turbulence. Though the roughness introduced by the fabrication process causes
early transition to turbulence, the hydraulic behavior of the straight microchannel heat sink is
predictable with conventional theory within the laminar regime. This indicates that the target
dimensions of the heat sinks were achieved in the fabrication process and confirms that heat sinks
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can be additively manufactured with features sizes as small as 500 μm while still meeting predicted
hydraulic performance targets.

Figure 5. Fanning friction factor variation as a function of Reynolds number for the straight
microchannel (SMC) heat sink. The dashed vertical line marks the start of transition from
laminar to turbulent behavior.
Fig. 6 compares the measured pressure drops across the straight microchannel and manifold
microchannel heat sink designs over the same range of Reynolds numbers. The MMC design yields
a lower pressure drop across the range of Reynolds numbers tested. At the lowest flow rates, the
reduction can be as large as 90% (Re = 210); at higher flow rates, the reduction in pressure drop
is approximately 40% (Re = 1175). From inspecting the location of the change in slope of the
pressure drop curves, it appears that the manifold design also demonstrates an early transition to
turbulence at Re = ~800. The roughness inherent to DMLS fabrication is found to restrict the range
of the laminar design space. Nevertheless, this result demonstrates successful design and additive
manufacture of more complex heat sink features that are capable of reducing pressure drop.
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Figure 6. Comparison of measured straight microchannel (SMC) and manifold microchannel
(MMC) heat sink pressure drop as a function Reynolds number (± 0.172 kPa error bars not
shown).
2.4.2 Thermal Results
For a given heat sink geometry and flow rate, the thermal resistance is expected to be
constant with power input during single-phase operation; changes in heat flux translate to
proportional changes in the streamwise temperature gradient within the fluid and the local
temperature difference between the convection surface and the bulk fluid. Per the test methodology
(Section 2.3.3), data were collected across a range of power inputs from 0 to 200 W. The values
of thermal resistance across the entire range of power are all within 7% of the reported mean values
at each flow rate (see Appendix C). Due to the near-constant values across each range of power
inputs, the following discussion refers to the arithmetic mean of all test points for a given heat sink
and flow rate.
The measured total thermal resistance is decomposed into the component resistances
specified in Equations (10)-(13). Across the four flow rates tested, the convective resistance
contributed between 71.5-75.5% of the total thermal resistance, indicating that heat sink
performance was not primarily governed by conduction through the solid geometry; fin
efficiencies were calculated to be in the range of 0.93 to 0.97. The measured Nusselt number of
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the straight microchannel design is shown in Fig. 7 at each flow rate. Because of the developing
flow conditions in the heat sink, the Nusselt number increases with Reynolds number; higher heat
transfer is achieved at the higher flow rates. The three highest mass flux cases are not in a laminar
regime, but have relatively low Reynolds numbers (661, 974, and 1298) for which turbulent heat
transfer correlations are not valid; this presents a challenge for predicting the performance of the
additively manufactured heat sinks in the present study that undergo early transition to turbulence.

Figure 7. Measured Nusselt number as a function of Reynolds number for the straight
microchannel (SMC) design. A predicted Nusselt number is shown at a single Reynolds number
in the laminar regime.
The Nusselt number can be predicted and compared to the measured value for the lowest
Reynolds number case that lies in the laminar flow regime. The predicted laminar Nusselt number
accounting for developing flow effects is 45% higher than the measured value (5.93 versus 4.08).
Whereas the successful hydraulic performance comparison suggested that the nominal
microchannel geometry was adequately reproduced (Section 2.4.1), this thermal performance
comparison raises the question of whether the material thermal properties (viz., thermal
conductivity) and base/fin resistances can be adequately approximated using the nominal thermal
conductivity values of printed material [38]; for example, an under-estimate of these conduction
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resistances while extracting the Nusselt number from the experimental data would lead to this
observed overprediction. Further investigation is required to identify the cause for the mismatch
in the thermal performance between the measured and predicted values. Along with surface
roughness, the uncertainty in the properties of additively manufactured materials poses a challenge
to predictive design of AM microchannel heat sinks.
The overall thermal resistances of the straight microchannel and manifold microchannel
heat sink designs are compared as a function of Reynolds number in Fig. 8. The MMC designs
display the same decreasing trend in resistance with increasing Reynolds number as was previously
discussed for the SMC design. However, the MMC design has a higher thermal resistance across
the range of mass flux tested, ranging from 0.65 K/W to 0.45 K/W compared to a range from 0.50
K/W and 0.29 K/W for the SMC design.

Figure 8. Comparison of thermal resistance variation with Reynolds number for the two
additively manufactured heat sink designs.
The primary function of the added geometric complexity of the manifold design is to
reduce the maximum flow length along each flow path in the microchannel; this goal was
successfully achieved in terms of the reduced pressure drop (Fig. 6). However, both microchannel
heat sink designs utilize the same-sized square microchannel geometry, which would be expected
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to yield similar heat transfer performance, aside from developing flow effects. While manifold
microchannel heat sink designs can potentially offer improved thermal performance due to an
increase in the percentage of developing flow along the shorter channel length [8], this trend is not
observed in the current data (Fig. 8). We speculate that monolithic integration of the thermally
conductive manifold layer causes unwanted preheating of the fluid inlet stream, lowering
performance. This is an important example of how the perceived benefits of additively
manufacturing a heat sink (monolithic, no layer-bonding) may have such unexpected drawbacks
that must be anticipated at the design stage. This calls for revision of notional heat sink design
guidelines, accounting for such factors to accommodate additive manufacturing techniques.
Additionally, future work should target narrower channels of higher aspect ratio (depth to width),
for which the use of a manifold design is known to improve the thermal performance at an
equivalent pressure drop compared to straight microchannel designs [8]. This would better justify
the added geometric complexity enabled by additive manufacturing.
The insights gained from this chapter, which offers an improved description of the
fabrication constraints and sets expectations on fidelity to the design targets, will be used in the
following chapter that explores heat sink designs exploiting features unique to additive
manufacturing. The geometric freedom and complexity allowed by this technology has the
potential to usher in a new generation of designs that benefit from nearly unrestricted optimization
and shapes beyond those that can be currently produced, while also being smaller and lighter. It
also has relevance beyond microchannels and could expand into other areas of thermal
management and larger-scale heat exchangers, ultimately allowing for one-off, application- and
performance-specific solutions.

2.5 Conclusions
This chapter of the thesis covered the design and experimental characterization of
additively manufactured microchannel heat sinks targeted for electronics cooling applications. A
straight microchannel (SMC) heat sink and a manifold microchannel (MMC) heat sink were
designed, representative of simple and intermediate geometric complexities. The SMC design
allows direct comparison of the hydraulic and thermal performance against predictive models to
assess part fidelity; the MMC design allows demonstration of monolithic integration of flow
manifolds via additive manufacturing. Both designs were fabricated in an aluminum alloy using a
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commercial DMLS machine following a survey of additive manufacturing technologies;
downselection was based on features desirable for this particular microchannel heat sink
application. The conclusions of this survey can be translated to other thermal management
applications based on the specific feature requirements. The fabricated heat sinks had high surface
roughness, above the quoted range of the material and process. Material porosity was measured to
be less than 0.1% utilizing non-destructive micro-CT scanning.
Both the SMC and MMC heat sinks were experimentally tested in single-phase operation
over a range of flow rates and heat inputs, using water as the working fluid. The results show that
the hydraulic performance of the SMC heat sink is well-predicted by established correlations when
the flow is laminar. The high internal roughness leads to an early transition to turbulence (Re <
800) for both heat sinks, limiting the range of operation predictable using standard correlations for
laminar flow. The incorporation of a manifold reduced the pressure drop by 40-90% across the
range of flow rates tested, without incurring any significant fabrication effort beyond that of the
straight microchannel design. A mismatch between the measured and predicted thermal
performance for the SMC heat sink suggests that the nominal material thermal properties might
not yield accurate estimates of the conduction resistances in the heat sink. The present chapter
expands on the limited research into additive manufacturing of microchannel heat sinks,
demonstrating the applicability of conventional hydrodynamic theory to samples produced by
additive manufacturing, while also highlighting several challenges associated with design in this
new manufacturing domain.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF A NOVEL PERMEABLE
MEMBRANE MICROCHANNEL HEAT SINK

3.1 Literature Review
The constant quest for higher power, more compact electronics in applications such as
radars and automobiles require complimentary technologies that can effectively remove large
amount of heat with a small footprint. Microchannel heat sinks are one option for high-heat-flux
cooling, and have been extensively studied for a range of working fluids in both single- and twophase operation [1–3]. While straight, rectangular channels are the most common, other crosssectional shapes (e.g., circular, triangular, trapezoidal) have been investigated [4, 5]. Non-linear
channels have been investigated both numerically [6] and experimentally [7], showing that wavy
channels can increase heat transfer at the cost of a higher pressure drop. Indeed, the high pressure
drop in microchannel heat sinks is one of their primary drawbacks, and many ideas have been
proposed to address it.
One of the most widely used methods of reducing the pressure drop in microchannel heat
sinks is through the addition of a manifold that reduces the flow length in the microchannel layer;
this idea was first proposed by Harpole and Eniger [8]. Experimental studies of manifold
microchannel (MMC) heat sinks have shown can dissipate heat fluxes in excess of 1 kW/cm2 [9,
10]. Their geometry has been numerically optimized for several different performance objectives
[11, 12], with the optimized geometry improving surface temperature uniformity and reducing the
thermal resistance of the heat sink at a fixed pumping power [13].
In addition to geometric optimization, others have attempted to improve the performance
of microchannel heat sinks by incorporating porous features. The use of a porous medium that
occupies the entire channel cross-section has been shown to provide excellent heat transfer
performance [14], though at the cost of drastically increased pumping power [15]. In an attempt to
improve performance, Hung et al. [16] numerically investigated several different porous medium
arrangements within microchannels, finding that a porous layer on the walls of the channel offered
the best balance between increased thermal performance and a higher pressure drop. Chuan et al.
[17] simulated the performance of a straight microchannel design utilizing porous fins between the
channels instead of the standard solid walls. Their results showed that the slight increase in thermal
resistance was offset by an order of magnitude higher reduction in the pressure drop. This decrease
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is attributed to the non-zero fluid velocity at the wall boundary and the resulting drag-reducing
‘slip.’ Lu et al. [18] extended this idea to wavy channels, finding that in addition to a pressure drop
reduction, the wavy channels could reduce the thermal resistance as a result of a longer effective
flow length, mixing due to vortices, and forced permeation in the fins. However, while numerical
models show the potential improvement that these increasingly complex designs offer, fabrication
of such heat sinks via conventional subtractive techniques (e.g., micromachining, anisotropic
chemical etching) is difficult, if not impossible.
Recently, advances in additive manufacturing technologies have made it possible to easily
fabricate complex microscale geometry, though there has been little focus to date on applying these
fabrication techniques to microscale electronics cooling. Work that has studied microscale heat
exchangers frequently highlights material and surface roughness issues. The authors’ previous
work [19] demonstrated the fabrication of straight and manifold microchannel heat sinks with
hydraulic diameters of 500 µm and monolithic construction in an aluminum alloy. The hydraulic
performance was well-predicted by conventional hydrodynamic theory, albeit with a roughnessinduced early transition to turbulence at Re < 800. The thermal performance was overpredicted,
likely a result of uncertainty in the thermal conductivity of the material and the addition of
significant conductive material compared to non-monolithic heat sinks. Kirsch and Thole [20, 21]
experimentally tested additively manufactured wavy microchannels and attempted to produce
numerically optimized designs. Their results showed that the roughness inherent in some AM
processes assisted in augmenting the heat transfer, while also contributing to the increase in
pressure drop. Designs optimized for minimum pressure drop were not successful due to this
roughness, but designs that accounted for both pressure drop and heat transfer augmentation did
improve performance. Pin fin heat exchangers have also been studied [22, 23], with results
indicating that the printed geometry and large surface roughness have the largest effects on
performance. All of the above heat exchangers were manufactured with variants of powder bed
fusion processes.
While the study of additively manufactured microscale heat exchangers is still relatively
new, there have already been a few demonstrations of the kinds of novel and complex heat
exchangers that this fabrication approach enables. Dede et al. [24] used topological optimization
to generate heat sink geometry for an air-cooled jet impingement application that was then
produced using powder bed fusion in an aluminum alloy. The additively produced design was
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compared to several conventional designs, achieving the best coefficient of performance even
when compared to heat sinks made of a higher thermal conductivity material. Robinson et al. [25]
utilized an electrochemical fabrication additive process to realize a unique hybrid heat sink that
incorporates both jet impingement and microchannel flows. Simulations showed the superiority of
the design compared with other microchannel concepts, with the designed geometry addressing
several concerns normally associated with jet arrays such as wall jet formation, cross-flow, and
even flow distribution.
The current work contributes to this area of novel and complex additively manufactured
heat sinks by proposing and testing a heat sink concept utilizing non-linear permeable membranes.
This concept exploits the geometric capabilities of direct metal laser sintering to overcome many
of the challenges associated with heat transfer in porous materials, allowing one to take advantage
of their excellent thermal performance at a low pressure drop. This design is described and a
reduced-order model developed to compare performance trends against a manifold microchannel
design. The heat sinks are fabricated and experimentally characterized to quantify the ability of
the novel design to improve hydraulic and thermal performance.

3.2 Permeable Membrane Microchannel Heat Sink Concept
It is useful to consider a specific process when considering ways to leverage the benefits
of additive manufacturing for electronics cooling applications. As previously discussed in Chapter
2, direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) is a commercially mature, widely available technology that
is suitable for producing microchannel heat sinks with features on the order of 100s of µm. DMLS
is a powder bed fusion technology that utilizes a laser to selectively fuse a thin layer of metal
powder to create a cross-section of the desired part. After fusion, another thin layer of powder is
deposited over the previous one and the process repeats; in this way parts are build up layer by
layer. Large surface roughness is characteristic of parts printed with this method. A number of
alloys are available for use; the current work considers only AlSi10Mg, an aluminum alloy with a
nominal conductivity of ks ≈ 110 W/m-K [26].
When designing microchannel heat sinks, as the size of a channel decreases the heat
transfer performance improves due to an increase in the ratio of convective surface area to fluid
volume; this is the fundamental concept behind the technology. As discussed in Section 3.1,
manifolds are often used to reduce the pressure drop in the heat sink by reducing the effective flow
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length in the microchannels. Manifold microchannel designs are well accepted as a highperformance cooling solution, and thus will be a good point of comparison for any new heat sink
designs that wish to demonstrate further performance-enhancing features. However, the manifold
microchannel design from [19] has limited room for change, as the microchannel width of 500 µm
is near the lower limit of what can be commercially fabricated. Channels with widths below 100
µm are routinely fabricated using chemical etching techniques; these cannot be achieved with
current DMLS techniques, as laser spot sizes of 50-100 µm are common, with a significant heataffected zone around them. Considering these limits, another alternative must be utilized to achieve
channel size reduction.
One capability of DMLS is the ability to create selectively porous regions within a part by
varying the process parameters, most significantly the spacing between laser passes. Using a
porous medium as a heat transfer surface reduces the effective channel diameter to that of the pore
size, though at the cost of a significantly higher pressure drop. To minimize this pressure penalty,
the medium should be as thin as possible to reduce the length of the narrow flow path. The frontal
area of the porous medium should be as large as possible so that the amount of flow through any
one pore path is small. These principles are utilized to create the permeable membrane
microchannel (PMM) heat sink concept.
Fig. 9 shows both top-down unit cell schematics and isometric views of multiple unit cells
for both the manifold microchannel and permeable membrane microchannel designs. The manifold
design consists of a layer of small microchannels that are topped by larger manifold channels that
distribute the flow across all of the microchannels. The working fluid travels along the inlet, down
into the microchannel layer, and then exits via the smaller outlet channel. In the permeable
membrane design, the fluid enters via the inlet and travels along the channel. Solid endcaps prevent
a direct exit, and the fluid is forced across the thin permeable membrane before it collects in the
outlet channel. Non-linear horizontal and vertical wall profiles increase the amount of membrane
area compared to the straight walls seen in the manifold design. While the manifold geometry is
largely fixed, with the exception of the microchannel depth, the dimensions of the permeable
membrane design are presented as variable. Additional information on the dimensions of
permeable structures that can be successfully fabricated is needed, as well as a comparison to
identify the design space in which the permeable membrane design performs well.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. Top view concept diagrams of the (a) manifold microchannel heat sink design and (b)
the permeable membrane microchannel heat sink design. Three-dimensional models of the (c)
manifold and (d) permeable membrane geometry are shown with the schematic unit cell
highlighted.
3.3 Investigation of Fabrication Constraints for Thin Permeable Membranes
Since parameter sets for induced porosity in AlSi10Mg are not commonly available, a
series of samples must be fabricated to tune the process. The geometry of the samples used was
also designed to allow determination of the thinnest membrane that can be built at the bulk porosity
of the sample. To this end, a series of ten samples were fabricated, each with different laser and
scanning parameters. The geometry of the sample cubes and a photograph of a fabricated part are
shown in Fig. 10. A layer in the center of the sample is used to represent the bulk porosity that can
be achieved, while a series of six fins of varying width between 150-500 µm are placed across the
top surface. Across a set of 10 samples, the porosity achieved varied between 12-23%, as
determined utilizing mass and volume measurements. Many of the thinner fins failed to build on
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all samples. The 300 µm fin was only successfully built when the bulk porosity was low, however
the 400 µm and 500 µm fins were successfully constructed on all samples.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. An image of the CAD geometry used to fabricate the porosity samples (a); dimensions
shown are in millimeters. A photograph of one of the realized samples is shown (b) with several
fins missing; only the 500 µm and 400 µm fins were successfully constructed.
In addition to optical inspection, µCT scanning was used to non-destructively examine the
morphology of the permeable membranes. A 3D reconstruction of a section of a nominal 400 µm
thick is shown in Fig. 11a. From the reconstruction, it is found that the effective thickness of the
wall is below that of the nominal geometry, approximately 300 µm. Additionally, while the powder
used to fabricate the samples has a mean particle diameter of 45 µm, the membrane exhibits both
large clumps of solid material and large pores; the membrane is only 1-2 clump diameters thick.
The solid clump sizes are approximately 250 µm in diameter, with pores ranging between 150-400
µm in diameter. With this understanding that the effective properties of the membrane are
significantly different from what one might expect from a 45 µm sintered porous medium, these
approximate values can be used to evaluate the viability of the permeable membrane design
compared to the baseline manifold microchannel design.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 11. A front view of a 3D reconstruction of a nominally 400 µm thick permeable
membrane (a). An image slice from the µCT scan data through the fin with the location of the
reconstruction is shown in (b).
3.4 Reduced-Order Model of a Permeable Membrane Microchannel Heat Sink
To determine if the PMM concept will offer performance improvements relative to an
MMC design, a simple reduced-order model was used to study performance trends and provide a
preliminary assessment of the new heat sink concept. Both designs have the same footprint area,
same feature height, and are compared at a constant pumping power.
The pressure drop across the heat sinks is assumed to occur primarily across the heat
transfer feature (e.g., the microchannels and the porous wall) and the outlet channel. Due to
pressure recovery due to fluid exit in the inlet channel and the smaller diameter of the outlet in the
manifold design, the pressure drop of the inlet will be lower than that of the outlet channel. A
conservative estimate is to assume that all of the flow travels across the entire outlet length; the
pressure drop is then calculated as
∆𝑃𝑐ℎ =

2𝑓𝐹,𝑎𝑝𝑝 𝐿𝑐ℎ 𝐺 2
𝜌 𝑙 𝐷𝐻

(20)
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where 𝑓𝐹,𝑎𝑝𝑝 is the apparent Fanning friction factor from [27] that accounts for the developing
flow in the entrance region and is given by
1

0.58 16

𝜇

𝐾

( 𝐶 ) + 4𝑥∞+ , 𝑥 + ≥ 0.1

𝑓𝐹,𝑎𝑝𝑝 = (𝑅𝑒) (𝜇 𝑤 )
𝑚

1

𝑓𝐹,𝑎𝑝𝑝 = (𝑅𝑒) 11.3(𝑥 + )−0.202 𝛼 −0.094 , 0.02 ≤ 𝑥 + < 0.1
1

𝑓𝐹,𝑎𝑝𝑝 = (𝑅𝑒) 5.26(𝑥 + )−0.434 𝛼 −0.010

(21)
(22)
(23)

𝐿

where 𝑥 + = 𝐷 𝑐ℎ𝑅𝑒 is the dimensionless entry length, 𝐶 is a correction factor for friction factors in
𝐻

rectangular channels, and 𝐾∞ is the incremental pressure drop number that accounts for the
developing region as given below.
2

11

𝐶 = 3 + (24) 𝛼(2 − 𝛼)

(24)

𝐾∞ = −0.906𝛼 2 + 1.693𝛼 + 0.649

(25)

While attempting to be a reduced-order model, the performance predictions from Chapter 2
revealed that the majority or entirety of the channel length will consist of developing flow, and
thus it is an important factor to consider here. The pressure drop in the microchannels for the MMC
design can be calculated using Equation (20) and the fractional flow rate that goes through any
one microchannel and the given effective flow length between the inlet and outlet.
The pressure drop across the permeable membrane can be calculated using Darcy’s Law
∆𝑃𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑢𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝜇𝑙 𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
K

(26)

where 𝑢𝑠𝑢𝑝 = 𝑉̇ /𝐴 is the superficial velocity of the porous medium. The permeability K of the
membrane is estimated using the Carman-Kozeny equation.
𝐷𝑝2 𝜙3

K = 150(1−𝜙)2

(27)

Heat transfer is assumed to occur across the microchannels in the manifold design and
across the membrane in the permeable membrane design. For the microchannels, the flow is
developing both hydrodynamically and thermally and the Nusselt number is calculated as [28]
𝑁𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑣 =

ℎ𝐷𝐻
𝑘𝑙

1

=

0.14
𝑅𝑒𝑃𝑟𝐷 3
𝜇
1.86 ( 𝐿 𝐻 ) (𝜇 𝑙 )
𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

(28)

The heat transfer area of all of the microchannels is trivially calculated from the given channel
geometry.
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For the porous wall, the Nusselt number is obtained from a particle-diameter-dependent
correlation developed in [29]. The clump size of the powder measured from inspecting the
fabricated membrane, and the Nusselt number is correlated as
𝑁𝑢𝑠𝑓 =

ℎ𝑠𝑓 𝐷𝑝
𝑘𝑙

1

1.2

= 2.081 + 0.296 (𝑅𝑒𝐷0.6
𝑃𝑟 3 )
𝑝

(29)

While the fin efficiency of the microchannel walls can be calculated using the nominal
thermal conductivity of the solid aluminum, the effective conductivity of the membrane will be
reduced due to the presence of the low-conductivity working fluid. The effective thermal
conductivity 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 is calculated in accordance with the effective medium theory model, and is given
as [30]
2

1

𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 4 ((3𝜙 − 1)𝑘𝑠 + (3(1 − 𝜙) − 1)𝑘𝑙 + √((3𝜙 − 1)𝑘𝑠 + (3(1 − 𝜙) − 1)𝑘𝑙 ) + 8𝑘𝑙 𝑘𝑠 )
(30)
The total interfacial area of the permeable membrane is estimated here as
𝐴𝑠𝑓 =

6(1−𝜙)𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡

(31)

𝐷𝑝

To compare the designs, the total pressure drop is calculated from the sum of the two
1

component drops for each. The convective thermal resistance is calculated as 𝑅𝑡ℎ = ℎ𝐴𝜂 using the
𝑓

heat transfer coefficient and the nominal heat transfer surface area for each. The ratio of pressure
drop between the two designs is shown in Fig. 12 for a range of wall thickness and porosity that
encompass and expand upon those found in the fabrication samples. In addition to the constant
pumping power requirement, the pressure drop of the two designs should be within a few multiples
of one another. A large difference in the pressure drop would require different pumps to operate
efficiently and skew the comparison. The figure shows that the pressure drop in the majority of
the parameter range studied is within a half-order of magnitude, and that as expected, the pressure
ratio improves as the wall becomes thinner and more porous. Conversely, as the wall gets thicker
and less porous, the interfacial area and the fin efficiency are increased, leading to higher heat
transfer at the cost of a higher pressure drop. For a membrane composed of a membrane with an
effective width of 300 µm and a porosity of 23% (the upper end of the fabricated range), the model
predicts improvements in both pressure drop and thermal resistance of 35% and 28% respectively.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 12. Contour plots showing the ratio of the permeable membrane design to that of the
manifold design for pressure drop (a) and thermal resistance (b) at a fixed pumping power of
0.018 W and a feature height of 2.00 mm.
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3.5 Experimental Methodology
3.5.1 Heat Sink Design
A manifold microchannel heat sink (Fig. 9c) is used as the baseline against which the
permeable membrane microchannel design will be compared. The manifold walls are 1.50 mm tall
and 1.00 mm thick, with an inlet and outlet channel width of 1.50 and 0.50 mm respectively. The
effective flow length in the microchannels is thus 2.00 mm. This is in accordance with several
optimizations indicating that the ideal single-phase ratio of inlet/outlet width is 3:1 [11, 12]. The
total footprint of the microchannel layer is 15.00 mm × 15.50 mm and is covered by sixteen
rectangular microchannels of 0.50 mm width and 2.00 mm height. The base thickness between the
bottom of the heat sink and the bottom of the microchannel layer is 1.00 mm; while thinner widths
are possible, this thickness was chosen to eliminate the potential for leakage across thin layers of
material. A 250 µm deep, 1000 µm wide groove runs from one edge of the heat sink to the center,
allowing for placement of a thermocouple to measure the base temperature without introducing a
raised feature that would interfere with the contact between the heat sink base and the heater.
The permeable membrane design selected (Fig. 9d) uses an identical feature height of 2.00
mm. The fins are nominally 400 µm thick, the thinnest width successfully fabricated at the laser
parameter set used for the heat sink. The permeable membranes have a curved horizontal profile
with an amplitude of 0.50 mm and a wavelength of 25% of the channel length. The vertical profile
is that of a triangular chevron with an amplitude equal to the width of the fin. The inlet and outlet
channels have a width of 0.60 mm, leading to two inlets and two outlets per unit cell of the manifold
design. The solid endcaps at the ends of the channels are 0.50 mm thick.
Both of the heat sink designs were fabricated using the same aluminum alloy (AlSi10Mg)
and process (DMLS) as those in Chapter 2. Images of the fabricated heat sinks are shown in Fig.
13.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 13. Top-down images of the (a) manifold microchannel and (b) permeable membrane
microchannel heat sinks. Due to the additional geometric complexity of the heat transfer
geometry, lids were not incorporated into the designs.
3.5.2 Experimental Facility
A flow loop facility identical to that described in Section 2.3.2 was used to experimentally
characterize the thermal and hydraulic performance of the heat sinks. The flow loop uses deionized
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water as the working fluid and is intended to provide constant boundary conditions to the heat sink
samples and enable measurements of the fluid temperature, heat sink temperature, pressure drop,
and power input. Due to the lack of an incorporated lid on these heat sinks compared to those in
Chapter 2, a silicone rubber gasket was used to seal the interface between the heat sink and fluid
routing block. The inlet temperature of the working fluid was maintained at 30 °C.
3.5.3 Test Procedure
Prior to conducting testing, the heat loss is measured by assembling the test section and
applying power without the presence of the working fluid. After reaching a steady temperature at
each power, the base heat sink temperature is recorded. A best-fit line, assuming a zero intercept,
is fitted to these measurements to yield an empirical correlation and allow for estimation of the
temperature-dependent heat loss based on the base temperature of the heat sink. The range of heat
loss in this study is 2.8% to 4.1%. The heat sinks were cleaned with compressed air prior to
insertion in the test section, and fluid is allowed to flow through the heat sinks at a high flow rate
for several minutes prior to testing in order to flush out any loose powder remaining from the
fabrication process. Visual inspection of the particulate filter did not reveal a significant amount
of these residual particles.
To characterize the hydraulic performance of the heat sinks, the flow rate through the
unheated test section was varied over the range from 50 mL/min to 500 mL/min in 50 mL/min
increments. After achieving steady conditions at each flow rate, the pressure drop across the heat
sink is measured. The measured hydraulic performance was then utilized to identify the flow rates
needed to achieve a constant pumping power across all of the heat sink designs. Two nominal
pumping powers of 0.008 W and 0.018 W were chosen for the thermal characterization.
At each of the constant pumping powers, the power into the heat sink is incremented from
0 W to 200 W in steps of 20 W. At each heater power and pumping power combination, the system
is allowed to reach steady state and then data are recorded for 60 s; a single time-averaged value
is reported for each measurement. The thermal performance is characterized by the total thermal
resistance of the heat sinks (Equation (9)), which can be calculated directly from the measured
temperatures at the center of the heat sink base and the fluid inlet temperature, as well as the lossadjusted heat input.
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3.5.4 Uncertainty
The sensor uncertainties were retrieved from the manufacturer specification sheets and are
listed in Table 3. The uncertainty in calculated quantities is also listed, and was determined using
a sequential perturbation method [31]. The uncertainty is highest at lower flow rates due to the
smaller temperature difference between the heat sink base and the working fluid.
Table 3. Uncertainty in measured and calculated values.
Measured Value
Pressure drop
Volumetric flow rate
Temperature
Voltage
Calculated Value
Rtot

Uncertainty
± 0.172 kPa
± 5 mL/min
± 1.0 °C
± < 1%
Mean Uncertainty (Range)
3.1% (1.1 – 12.9%)

3.6 Results
3.6.1 Hydraulic Results
The measured pressure drop as a function of total heat sink flow rate is shown in Fig. 14.
As predicted by the reduced-order model, the pressure drop of the permeable membrane design is
decreased compared to the manifold design. The magnitude of the pressure drop reduction is
between 20-70% of the manifold value, with higher reductions being achieved at higher flow rates.
Comparing the manifold design pressure drop to that of [19], the pressure drop is similar, though
without the inflection point indicating a transition to turbulence. This reinforces the conclusion
that early transition is due to high relative roughness within the channel, as increasing the channel
diameter in the current work (and thus decreasing the relative roughness) increased the critical
Reynold’s number beyond the range presently studied. Transition is not observed for the
permeable membrane design.
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Figure 14. Comparison of measured manifold microchannel; and permeable membrane heat sink
pressure drop as a function of flow rate (±0.172 kPa error bars not shown).
3.6.2 Thermal Results
For a given heat sink geometry and flow rate, the thermal resistance is expected to be
constant with power input during single-phase operation; changes in heat flux translate to
proportional changes in the streamwise temperature gradient within the fluid and the local
temperature difference between the convection surface and the bulk fluid. Per the test methodology
(Section 3.5.3), data were collected across a range of power inputs from 0 to 200 W. Due to the
near-constant values across each range of power inputs, the following discussion refers to the
arithmetic mean of all test points for a given heat sink and flow rate. The total thermal resistance
was calculated using Equation (9). The measured thermal resistances as a function of heater power
are shown in Appendix D.
The hydraulic results are shown as a function of pumping power in Fig. 15. Superimposed
are the test points of the thermal tests, which were chosen to enable comparisons at both a similar
pumping power and a similar pressure drop. At a nominal pumping power of 0.008 W, the thermal
resistance of the permeable membrane design is 10% lower than the comparable membrane design.
At the higher nominal pumping power of 0.018 W, the reduction in thermal resistance is 18% and
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the reduction in pressure drop is 28%. At a similar pressure drop of approximately 2.5 kPa, the
thermal resistance is reduced by 25%. As a corollary, the same thermal resistance is achieved with
the permeable membrane design at a 56% lower pressure drop. Regardless of the comparison
method, the permeable membrane design offers improved performance over a manifold design of
an identical feature height.
Comparing the trends of the reduced-order model and the experimental results and the
higher nominal pumping power, the model suggests a pressure drop reduction of 35% and a
decrease in thermal resistance of 28%. The experimental data shows decreases of 28% and 17%,
respectively. The differences can be attributed to several factors, including the reduced order of
the model, the additional thermal resistances of the solid base and the caloric rise in the fluid, and
the high roughness of the channel walls, which has been shown to affect friction factor to a greater
degree than heat transfer [22].

Figure 15. Comparison of the performance of the manifold microchannel and permeable
membrane heat sink designs. The heat sinks were tested at two pumping powers that also allow
for a comparison at a similar pressure drop.
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3.7 Conclusions
A novel permeable membrane microchannel heat sink design has been experimentally
characterized and is benchmarked against a manifold microchannel heat sink design, which is
known to be a high-performance design. A reduced-order model is used to estimate trends in
relative pressure drop and thermal resistance between the two design at an identical feature height
and pumping power. The permeable membrane design was successfully fabricated in an aluminum
alloy using direct metal laser sintering. Micro computed tomography scanning was used to nondestructively asses the fabricated geometry, finding that the effective wall thickness is decreased
compared to the nominal design and that the pore sizes are higher than those expected for a sintered
powder of the same particle diameter.
Experimental characterization of the heat sink designs shows that the permeable membrane
design results in a significantly decreased pressure drop across the range of flow rates tested. Both
the hydraulic and thermal performance can be improved at a constant pumping power.
The permeable membrane design demonstrates the ability of additive manufacturing to
produce geometries unobtainable via conventional manufacture that offer performance
enhancements. Future work should focus on improving control of the pore size and thickness of
the membrane and optimization of the design under fabrication constraints of the process used to
manufacture it.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter summarizes the key findings and contributions of the preceding chapters with
respect to the additive manufacture of microchannel heat sinks. During this work, several potential
future research paths were discovered, and are proposed below.

4.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, the use of additive manufacturing technology to produce high-performance
microchannel heat sinks was investigated. After surveying the range of commercially available
processes, three processes were identified as meeting the fabrication requirements for the
application; direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) was chosen for the present work due to its
additional widespread availability. This detailed process selection was lacking from previous
studies of additively manufactured heat exchangers. DMLS was then used to produce several
microchannel heat sinks of various designs to determine the effects of additive manufacture on
heat sink performance, investigate the ability to integrate multiple features in a single part, and
develop a novel heat sink geometry that offers thermal and hydraulic performance improvements.
From an experimental characterization of straight and manifold microchannel heat sinks,
hydraulic performance was found to be well-predicted by available correlations in the laminar
regime. The high surface roughness within the microchannels, an artifact of the fabrication
technique, causes an early transition to turbulence at Reynolds numbers below 800. The integration
of a manifold layer into the heat sink was able to significantly reducing the pressure drop. The
thermal performance was found to be overpredicted in the laminar regime, with the turbulent
regime unpredictable due to the low Reynolds numbers of the flow. The manufacture of the heat
sinks allowed for determination of the minimum channel size that could be effectively fabricated,
revealing that a channel below 500 µm in size is both difficult and risky.
In order to circumvent this fabrication limit on channel size and demonstrate a
performance-improving geometry, a novel permeable membrane microchannel design was
proposed. This concept utilizes a thin, permeable membrane to enhance the amount of heat transfer
area and decrease the thermal resistance of the heat sink, while a non-linear membrane shape
reduces the mass flux and pressure drop across the membrane. Experimental comparisons of the
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permeable membrane design to a manifold microchannel design demonstrated the positive effects
of these features on heat sink performance. This thesis thus contributes to a nascent area of thermal
management research and demonstrates the potential for additive manufacturing technologies to
enable heat sink designs that meet the ever-increasing power dissipation requirements of a modern
technological society.

4.2 Suggestions for Future Work
4.2.1 Characterization of Material and Geometric Properties
From the study of performance predictability in straight microchannel designs in Chapter
2, the hydraulic results suggest that the nominal geometry has been adequately fabricated, while
the thermal performance is overpredicted. The dependence of this performance on deviations in
the material properties (viz. thermal conductivity) and fabricated geometry should be further
investigated and quantified. Experimental characterization of the thermal conductivity of asfabricated AlSi10Mg should be taken to determine if it lies within the nominal range, or if like the
surface roughness, there can be significant deviation. Additional post-process treatments such as
annealing or hot isostatic pressing may be able to improve these properties and improve the thermal
performance of the heat sink.
4.2.2 Improved Porosity Control
In Chapter 3, several samples were produced and studied to determine the range of
achievable porosities and wall thicknesses. The porosities were generally low, with large pore sizes
and a wide pore size distribution. Additional efforts to control induced porosity in aluminum will
likely expand the fabrication space available for the permeable membrane concept. More tightly
controlled pore sizes would lead to more uniform membranes and allow for better prediction of
the interfacial area of the membrane.
4.2.3 Optimization of a Permeable Membrane Microchannel Heat Sink
Having more stringently investigated the fabrication constraints of direct metal laser
sintering with regard to thin porous geometry, the permeable membrane microchannel design
should be optimized under those constraints. The work presented in Chapter 3 was intended to
investigate the viability of the concept and compare it to well-known designs. Given the promising
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performance seen herein for the unoptimized design, additional effort should be undertaken to
optimize the design and demonstrate the maximum potential of this novel geometry.
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APPENDIX A. SURVEY OF ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

A.1 Process Overviews
The following section describes information on a range of commercial processes that have
been gathered in order to assess their suitability for fabrication of microchannel heat sinks.
Information was gathered from a variety of sources, including research literature and vendor
websites. Each of these source types present interpretation challenges for purposes of this study.
For example, within research publications, the use of a specific technique or machine is not always
made sufficiently clear and there is also customization of machine software and equipment such
that the techniques used are not representative of off-the-shelf capabilities. When working with
vendors of additive manufacturing machines and services, their stated claims have an advertising
purpose, and values listed for characteristics such as feature size may not be representative of
standard capabilities. This claim versus ability gap is one of the key unknown factors revealed
during this survey.
Furthermore, within a single process type, there may be further subtypes (e.g., differences
between scanning micro-stereolithography and projection micro-stereolithography; differences
between selective laser sintering and direct metal laser sintering). In the following tables, these
subtypes have been combined into a single top-level process, with details on subtypes presented
where relevant. These tables are meant to act as an introductory overview to the process, with
commonly achievable dimensions and materials listed. Due to the rapid pace of research and
development in this area, these capabilities will evolve as new product lines emerge.
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Table 4. Process Overview – Stereolithography (SLA).
Aliases
Description

Micro-stereolithography (MSL)
The basic mechanism of stereolithography is the layer-by-layer
solidification of liquid resin through laser-induced
photopolymerization [1]. Low-power He-Cd and Nd:YVO4 lasers
are commonly used as UV radiation sources [2]. Due to the ability
to alter the laser focus and spot size, a wide range of feature sizes
are achievable.
Two primary methods are used to achieve polymerization. The
first is scanning or vector-by-vector SLA, where the laser spot
moves across the surface to harden the resin in small increments to
form the complete layer. The resin can either be constrained by a
transparent surface or can be free; while the transparent surface
helps control layer depth, it presents a risk of the polymerized resin
sticking, destroying the structure when the build platform is
lowered [1].
The second approach is projection or integral SLA, in which an
entire layer is cured at the same time. This involves using a mask
to create a high-resolution image of the entire layer. There are
several methods used to achieve this, including LCD projectors
and digital mirror devices (DMDs) [1, 3].

Materials
Dimensions

Machines and Vendors

Aftertreatments
Notes

There are multiple proposed techniques to produce structures
within a resin volume instead of just at the surface [1, 3]. These are
not currently commercialized but are the subject of ongoing
research. Experimental work has produced structures with features
at or below 1 µm.
Many proprietary/custom materials similar to ABS, PBT, and PP,
some plastic/ceramic nanoparticle blends
Layer thickness: 20-200 µm
Minimum feature size: 10-100 µm
Minimum wall thickness: 100-800 µm
Tolerances: 50-100 µm
Build area: from 30×30×30 mm3 to 2100×700×800 mm3
Azuma Kouki Unirapid Series
microTEC Rapid Micro Product Development
Materialise USA
3D Systems ProJet/ ProX Series
Heat treatments, sanding, painting/impregnation/varnishing
Internal features and overhangs may be possible. Over- and undercuring are potential issues.
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Table 5. Process Overview – Electrochemical Fabricaiton (EFAB).
Aliases
Description

MICA Freeform
EFAB is a proprietary process developed by Microfabrica Inc. It
uses a minimum of two materials in a hybrid additive/subtractive
process [3, 4].
Photomasking is used to define the pattern of each layer. Each
layer begins with selective electrodeposition of the sacrificial
material, which outlines the final structure. The second metal is
then blanket deposited, filling in the outline left in step one.
Additional materials may be used if all but the last are selectively
deposited. After all materials have been deposited, a proprietary
planarization step is performed to create a consistent layer
thickness, upon which the next layer is built. After all layers have
been built, the sacrificial material is chemically etched away,
leaving only the desired structure [3–5].

Materials

Dimensions

Machines and Vendors
Aftertreatments
Notes

The EFAB process is performed at a wafer level in a cleanroom,
enabling high production volumes [6]. Due to scale and accuracy
of parts, they have applications in the medical device industry,
MEMS, and micro-electronics [3, 4].
Custom alloys of nickel-cobalt, palladium, rhodium, and copper,
though it is claimed to be applicable to any electrodepositable
metal [5].
Layer thickness: 4-25 µm
Minimum feature size: 10 µm
Minimum wall thickness: N/A
Tolerances: 2 µm
Build volume: 100×100×1 mm3
Microfabrica Inc.
Due to the planarization step and small tolerances, finishing is not
required [6].
Build volume is determined in the X and Y directions by wafer
size; the Z direction is much smaller and limited by the number of
layers. Using thicker layers, the practical limit is assumed to be 23 mm [4].
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Table 6. Process Overview – Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM).
Aliases
Description

Materials
Dimensions

Machines and Vendors

Aftertreatments
Notes

Computer Aided Manufacturing of Laminated Engineering
Materials (CAM-LEM)
Laminated object manufacturing creates parts layer-by-layer using
thin sheets of material. When a new layer is added, it is bonded to
the previous one, often through a heat-activated plastic. A
numerically controlled blade or laser then cuts out the profile of
the layer before the next sheet is deposited on top. After the build
is completed, the non-structural material is removed, either
through mechanical, thermal, or chemical means [2, 3].
Thermoplastics, PVC, paper, glass-ceramics
Layer thickness: 30-1300 µm, ~150 µm is common [7].
Minimum feature size: 2.5 mm
Minimum wall thickness: 1.0 mm
Tolerances: 100-300 µm
Build volume: 150×150×150 mm3 up to 800×550×500 mm3
Solido SD300 Pro
CAM-LEM CL-100
CustomPartNet
Internal features are severely limited by the ability to remove the
material and often difficult to produce [8]. There can be large
amounts of shrinkage due to the thermal processing.
As may be evident from the dimensions stated above, there seems
to a large amount of discrepancy between vendors on whether this
can be a truly microscale process. Regardless, LOM is regarded as
being of limited use nowadays [2].
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Table 7. Process Overview – Powder Bed Fusion.
Aliases

Description

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), Selective Laser Melting (SLM),
Electron Beam Melting (EBM), Direct Metal Laser Melting
(DMLS), Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF), LaserCusing, Microlaser sintering (MLS)
There are several variations of powder bed processes that all use
the same fundamental technique, but differ in name or slight
technical details.
All of the variations use a laser to selectively heat a thin layer of
fine powder until it fuses together to form the part cross-section. A
new layer of fine powder is carefully deposited to ensure
uniformity across the bed, and the process is repeated. Due to the
particle size required to obtain microscale features, the process is
often performed in a vacuum or inert gas atmosphere to prevent
issues from humidity and oxidation [3]. In order to prevent thermal
distortion, the chamber may be heated to near the melting point of
the material [2]. Single and multi-laser systems exist; the lasers are
usually carbon dioxide based [8].
In selective laser sintering (SLS), the particles are fused together
without liquefaction, creating a partially porous structure. Laser
powers range from <10 W for plastics to around 200 W for metals.
Selective laser melting (SLM) is a similar process, but uses a
higher laser power of around 400 W to achieve liquefaction and
near-full density parts [2, 3].
Only one company, Arcam AB, markets powder bed machines that
use electron beams instead of lasers to fuse the powder [9]. The
use of an electron beam allows for a maximum power of 3000 W.

Materials

Dimensions

Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) is a trademarked name
developed by EOS, and is similar to SLS/SLM except that it can
only process metals [2]. LaserCusing is a similarly trademarked
name owned by Concept Laser GmbH. Most, if not all, of the
current powder bed machines and technologies were developed by
companies outside the US [9], especially in Germany.
Stainless steel (15-5-/17-4/316L), cobalt chrome, maraging steels,
AlSi10Mg, Inconel (625/718), Ti6Al4V, Molybdenum, Tungsten,
several kinds of thermoplastics
Layer thickness: 15-75 µm
Minimum feature size: 150-400 µm
Minimum wall thickness: 300-400 µm
Tolerances: 50-250 µm
Build volume: up to 500×300×350 mm3
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Table 7. Continued.
Machines and Vendors

Aftertreatments

Notes

EOSINT M280
3D Systems ProX DMP 300
3D Microprint DMP60 Series
SLM Solutions SLM500
Arcam Q10/Q20/A2X
Many kinds of mechanical and electrochemical surface finishing
processes are available in addition to electroplating, hot isostatic
pressing (HIP), and annealing.
There are several problems associated with using a powder bed
technology, including particle size distribution, corrosion, powder
removal from internal features, and thermal cycling within the
layers.
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Table 8. Process Overview – Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM).
Aliases

Description

Extrusion Additive Manufacturing, Precision Extrusion Deposition
(PED), Precise Extrusion Manufacturing (PEM), 3D fiber
deposition
Fused deposition modeling uses a solid filament that is fed through
a computer-controlled, movable, and heated nozzle to create
structures layer by layer [2, 3, 8]. As the material is fed through
the nozzle, it is heated to just above its melting point so that it resolidifies rapidly after extrusion and binds to the previous layer.
FDM machines benefit from the simplicity of the process and
associated equipment, as well as cheap raw materials. FDM
machines are widely used by hobbyists. However, use of these
machines to produce microscale parts is limited [3]. The primary
limitation is that in order to achieve small features, layer thickness
and nozzle size must be reduced to the micron level; current
filament standards are 1.75 and 3.00 mm diameter, with nozzles
down to around 0.5 mm. Despite this, many machines have submillimeter resolution and accuracy in all dimensions.

Materials
Dimensions

Machines and Vendors

Aftertreatments
Notes

Similar wire-fed systems exist for metals, where the material is
heated with electron beams, lasers, or plasma arcs [9]. These
processes have not yet been reviewed, but may face similar
disadvantages.
Polycarbonate (PC), ABS, PLA, Nylon, casting waxes, custom
filaments
Layer thickness: 50-500 µm
Minimum feature size: Geometry and filament dependent
(approximately 500 µm)
Minimum wall thickness: Filament Dependent
Tolerances: 90-125 µm
Build volume: up to 900×600×900 mm3
Stratasys Fortus Series
Markforged Mark X
Makerbot Replicator+
Lulzbot TAZ 6
Sanding or chemical treatments may be possible to improve
surface finishes.
Overhangs are possible at some angles, but may necessitate
supports that must be subsequently removed. Internal geometry is
difficult.
There is a trade-off between XY and Z resolution, as the extruded
bead is compressed as the layer thickness is decreased, causing it
to spread laterally.
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Table 9. Process Overview – Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS).
Aliases
Description

Materials
Dimensions

Machines and Vendors
Aftertreatments
Notes

Direct metal deposition (DMD), Laser powder deposition (LPD),
Selective laser cladding (SLC)
Laser engineered net shaping combines aspects of both powder
bed processes and fused deposition modeling. Metal powder is
injected via a nozzle into a high-power laser beam, which liquefies
it to create a small melt pool where material is desired. This
powder can be gravity-fed or injected using a carrier gas [2].
Either the nozzle/laser assembly or the substrate may be moved to
create the structure in a point-by-point and layer-by-layer fashion
[10].
LENS technology benefits from the wide range of materials
available to it as well as its large build volumes. In addition to
additively manufacturing parts, it can also be used to repair or
enhance tooling and as a substitute for welding in some instances
[10]. However, the accuracy and surface finish of parts made using
this process are lower than powder bed processes [2].
Stainless steel (316, 304L, 309, 17-4), maraging steel (M300),
Inconel (625/718), Ti6Al4V, tool steels
Layer thickness: 100-300 µm
Minimum feature size: 800-1200 µm
Minimum wall thickness: N/A
Tolerances: 250 µm
Build volume: up to 900×1500×900 mm3
Optomec LENS 850-R
BeAM
Post-process machining and surface finish treatments are available.
LENS is a registered trademark of Sandia National Laboratories
[11].
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Table 10. Process Overview – Binder Jetting.
Aliases
Description

3D printing (3DP), drop-on-powder
Binder jetting is similar to other powder bed fusion processes such
as SLS in that it operates powder layers to build up part-crosssections. Instead of using an energy source to fuse the loose
powder, however, binder jetting uses resins or liquids to hold the
particles together in the desired shape, creating a “green” part that
is then frequently subjected to secondary processes (such as
sintering or firing) in order to fuse the particles, remove the
binders, and create the final piece [2, 3].
Key benefits of binder jetting are the wide range of materials that
can be used, including plastics, metals, ceramics, and plasters.
Since the fusion does not occur during the actual build process,
build time is faster than other techniques.

Materials
Dimensions

Machines and Vendors

Aftertreatments
Notes

A significant drawback is that the build parts require postprocessing in excess of that of other techniques, including binder
infiltration and curing, powder removal, and sintering. The
material properties of the final parts are dependent on both the
particle size and sintering time [12], and parts undergo significant
shrinkage during sintering, up to more than 10% linearly [13] and
40% volumetrically [12], though this varies widely.
Plaster, plastics, metals, ceramics
Layer thickness: 35 - 100 µm
Minimum feature size: 750 µm or greater
Minimum wall thickness: 300 µm (150 µm in limited geometries)
Tolerances: 60 µm
Build volume: 160×65×65 mm3 up to 400×250×250 mm3
ExOne
Digital Metal
Markforged
Binder curing, powder removal, sintering, annealing
Binder jetting is a strong candidate for 3D printing of copper since
no heating occurs during the build, which is a concern due to its
high conductivity. However, making fully dense parts is still
challenging.
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APPENDIX B. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY DETAILS

This appendix lists the off-the-shelf components that were utilized in the experimental
facility and contains photographs of the facility and test section.
Table 11. Equipment list for the experimental flow loop facility.
Component
Tubing
Gear Pump
Particulate Filter
Flow Meter
Preheater
Thermocouples
Pressure Transducer
Data Acquisition
Heater
Gap Pad
Chiller

Details
Swagelok 1/4" SS Tubing
McMaster-Carr 1/4" Clear High-temp Plastic Tubing
Micropump DP-415A
Swagelok Tee-type Particulate Filter, 7 Micron Pore Size
McMillan Co. Model 106 Liquid Flow Sensor
McMaster-Carr Extreme-Temperature Heat Cable (624 W)
Omega 5TC-TT-T-40-36 (80 micron diameter)
Omega TJ36-CPSS-020U-6 (500 micron diameter)
Wika S10 Pressure Transmitter
Omega PX2300-10DI Differential Pressure Transducer
Agilent 34970A with 34901A Multiplexer
Watlow CER-1-01-00334
Bergquist A3000
ActiveAqua AACH50

Figure 16. Photograph of the experimental facility.
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Figure 17. Image of the test section with the straight microchannel heat sink inserted. The
pressure tap fittings and nearest bolt have been removed for clarity.
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APPENDIX C. THERMAL RESISTANCE RESULTS FOR THE
STRAIGHT AND MANIFOLD MICROCHANNEL HEAT SINKS

The total thermal resistance (Equation (9)) is shown as a function of power input for the
straight and manifold microchannel designs in Figs. 18 and 19, respectively. These plots illustrate
the individual test points that have been averaged for each flow rate for presentation in Section
2.4.2, as well as the variation of uncertainty with power.

Figure 18. Measured total thermal resistance as a function of power input for the straight
microchannel (SMC) design.
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Figure 19. Measured total thermal resistance as a function of power input for the manifold
microchannel (MMC) design.
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APPENDIX D. THERMAL RESISTANCE RESULTS FOR THE
MANIFOLD AND PERMEABLE MEMBRANE MICROCHANNEL HEAT
SINKS

The total thermal resistance (Equation (9)) at a fixed pumping power is shown as a function
of power input for the manifold microchannel and permeable membrane microchannel designs in
Figs. 20 and 21. These plots illustrate the individual test points that have been averaged for each
pumping power for presentation in Section 3.6.2, as well as the variation of uncertainty with power.

Figure 20. Comparison of the manifold microchannel and permeable membrane microchannel
heat sinks at a nominal pumping power of 0.008 W.
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Figure 21. Comparison of the manifold microchannel and permeable membrane microchannel
heat sinks at a nominal pumping power of 0.018 W.
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